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we claim to bring you a complete picture? Machines from allcorners
of the globe, from Gottlieb Daimler's pioqeering effort through
the Golden Age of Motorcycling to the dawn oi the superbike,
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with other interesting bits.
To celebrate the renaissance of clAsslc MoroRcyct-lnG we are
offering a brand-new premier subscription rate. Not only will you get
all your copies of the magazine delivered, you will also get ihem at
the massive saving of 33o/o below news-stand price, and ihat,t a bargain in anybody's language.
Get your favourite magazine, packed with all that's best in classic
motorcycling, at just $39.79 for 12 big issues _ two years, worth.
That's 33 per cent off the newsagent's price! Fill in the form and
get your copy on time.
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FIN -ishing
NYONE who has had much to
do with Pommy bikes will tell

you: "Just look at the fins and
,they'll break

off."

This is one

of

the facts of life when it comes to restoring
bikes. Most projects I've seen are lacking
the odd piece of fin
or more.

-

This is a nuisance. It looks bad on a
restoration. It also slows down the cooling
effect of the engine. Rest assured that if a
bike didn't need fins, the maker would
never have put them on.
Of course, you could keep going to swapmeets with the hope that you'll pick up a

brand-new part for only two and six.
Maybe pigs might fly. Let's face facts,
swaps aren't what they were five years ago.

Now fellows are fighting over bits that
wouldn't even make good boat anchors.
No. The obligation upon us restorers is
to turn old into new. To replace what ever
bits have broken away over the years, and
turn junk back into useable parts.
I used to think that repairing fins was a
Big Job! Not any more: it is a Little Job,
and an easy one at that. I've done quite a
few such repairs over recent months, and
it is both cheap and easy.
Now, to put that statement in context I
must say that I own an old (circa 1960s)
Abel arc welder, and I have a good supply
of modern arc welding rods. My arc welding ability is what I would define as com-

Thfurge to \fateh
I 7OU will quickly find that the arc

would rather burn the new mild
steel than the old cast iron. The
more impurities in the cast iron the more

fI-

problems you will have. You can in fact get
to a stage where the arc is bending in the

air, and only burning the mild steel.
I found that there are two possible cures
for this. The first is to grind away the surface skin and bare a shiny edge along the
cast iron, exposing fresh metal for the arc
to bite. This works under most conditions.
The alternative is to simply turn ttle amps
up a little, and burn along the face of the
break before you offer up the mild steel
replacement. This will give you a ,,buttered" edge, where you will have a deposit
of weld on the parent metal. The weld will
give the arc something to bite into. This
66 CLASSIC MOTORCYCLINC

Sony about the titla, but
when Bill Tarplee urites a
piece on rewelding fins, what
eke could, u:e call it? At least
he's swapped, the Singer for a
welder this time . .

4h"od

I am certainly not at any
professional standard.
From experience, I have found that I can
normally repair a broken fin in about 15
to 20 minutes. Some will take longer, but
many will take far less time.
You should choose a piece of mild steel
plate that matches the thickness of the missing fin. Now fins often taper from cylinder
to edge, so you may need to select a thicker
plate and grind it down somewhat to match
the taper. I have found that it is often easier to do the grinding on the job after the
welding. I suggest you read the article and
see what method best suits your circumpetent.

stances.

I

usually take an appropriate piece of
mild steel plate and hold it up under the
broken section of fin. With a felt pen I then
trace the line of the break on the mild steel.
Without moving the plate I sketch in the

outer curve of the fin.
I rough out the mild steel segment using
a tungsten carbide rod sar.r.. You can bu1'
these saw blades at any hardware store.
They are a hardened steel wire coated with
tungsten carbide crystals. The blade fits a
standard hacksaw. They will cut in any
direction, and are ideal for this sort of
work.

If

necessary

segment to

though it

I file and grind the mild

steel

fit

the broken space in the fin,
is not necessary to get a water-

usually works when all else fails.
One other thing you will have to watch
is the contrary nature of cast iron welding
rods. They mostly burn over a long spark

gap. This gives them the ability to jump
sideways. I've found on occasion that my
whole welding deposit was going to the next

fin, or to the cyliuder wall, rather than
where I wanted it. You can see examples
of this on the fin to the right of the spark
plug hole, above the jointed section. I was
getting near as much weld there as on the
joint.

You may wonder how well these replacement sections last. My experience has been
that they are as good as the original
if

*

not better.
My favourite saying for skip welding is:
'flf there is never time to do it right, there
is always time to do it over."

tight fit. The welding rod will fill any
reasonable size gaps between the two
pieces.

You will need to clean the edges of the
break along the fin. You must remove rust,
grease, paint, etc. The cast iron is surprisingly hard and won't file easily, so I suggest you grind rather than file. I use either

an angle grinder for coarse work, or

a

chainsaw sharpener with small grinding tip

for fine work.

I

mostly make up a wooden packing

piece (usually an old bit of fruit box) that

is a light push fit between the sound fin
below, and the broken fin above. This
forms a platform upon which the mild steel
replacement piece can [e. (Note that if you
use flat plate for the repair, and grind the
fin to thickness afterwards, the lower side
of the repair will be flush with the bottom
of the parent fin. You will only be grinding away the top, which is the easy side to

work on.)

I set the arc welder up at appropriate
amps, and start a skip welding sequence.
Skip welding is where you weld a bit, leave
a bit, wait a bit, in other words, you
deposit weld material at a rate where heat
build up is minimised. It is not the easiest
technique to use. You must strike an arc
then get the rod busy straight away. Make
a run of predetermined length, then break
off

cleanly.

under a chicken perch. This should not be
a problem. Most of the weld bead will be
ground away anyway. You will get rid of

the evidence.
I mostll'grmd the bead away using a new
disc in m1' 4" angle grinder. Because I use
new discs thei' grind flat and allow me to
merge the two merals together so that you
see the joint.
You must be careful rhat 1'ou don't build
up too much heat with rhe grinder. I broke
one job out because I had a lot Io remove,
and I overheated the steel. Treat grinding
like skip welding, and don't overheat the,

can't

work.
While heat can be a problem with welding and with grinding, it does not normally
cause problems when the engine is running.

Under those conditions everything

is

heated, and cools, evenly. We've never had

welds come apart under use.

Patience is the absolute key

to

skip

welding!

I normally burn about 5mm of weld

at

job. Then I let the job cool.
Now, cast iron dissipates heat fairly
rapidly, so this only takes a few moments.
The test is to touch the job with your hand.
If you aren't being burnt, it is cool enough
for the next weld deposit.
Then I might burn about 8mm in the
middle of the joint, and allow that to cool.
After that I go back to the edges, and burn
each end of the

CLaCKWISE FRoM ToP LEFI: The bruken

lin. lhe nild

steel insert in position. The inse,l skip-welded. The iob
ground smooth.

another 8mm at each end. That must cool
before I run an 8mm bead at each side of
the centre weld.
When that has cooled you may find that
one final run on each side will join the
welding. Then again, you may have to do
several more skips. It is totally dependent
upon the length of the break.
I can tell you one thing
- if you try to
weld it in one pass, it won't work! The weld
will most probably bite, but once the job
starts to cool the different expansion rates
will tear it apart.
Unless you're a really good welder, your
skip welding is going to look like what's

THE RIGHT ROD

^a HOICE of rods is critical. While
| 'ror.un weld mild steel with almost
\-I unv rod, cast iron is somewhat

The final job to do is to contour the
replacement fin into the curve of the existing fin. The angle grinder will do this easily if you are careful. (A better way if you
have one, is to use a finisher). You should
then round over the edge of the replacement piece. A bit of careful work with a
file and it is difficult to see that any restoration work has been done.
To really disguise the weld you should
get the whole cylinder or head sand-blasted.
Sand-blasting is best for cast iron objects,
while bead-blasting is for aluminium parts.
The abrasive qualities of the sand will etch
away the smooth ground surfaces of the
fresh weld and you will find it difficult to
see where the weld is. Then when you paint
the cylinder the weld will become invisible.
yet) they will last for ever. Moreover, such
repairs are far easier for the average bloke

to do than are comparable gas welding
jobs. Go to it.
I
Research have distribution outlets there.
Both companies used to stock a rod that
was just as good. There are also other firms

that carry these sorts of specialty

elec-

trodes.

different. There are several different alloys
that are suitable for it. The rods I used are
based on a stainless steel alloy.

I suggest that you "let your fingers do
the walking" and see what your local sup-

The rods used in this exercise were Hytec
290.4. They are produced by Cutting Edges

CIG agent and am given to understand that
Castcraft 100 should do a similar job. I
musr say though that I haven't tried them

P/L, 25A Violet St, Revesby NSW. I
bought several packets at the time, and use
them extensively. They weld mild steel,
stainless steel and cast iron in any com-

bination. They are easy to use and don't
require preheating the job.
There are a number of other suppliers of
similar tlpe rods. A quick look through the
Sydney yellow pages showed me that Eutec-

tic &

Castolin, and Magna Alloys &

plier can offer.

I checked with my local

yet.

You will find that packets of these rods
are not cheap. But then again, neither is
brazing. My enquiries indicate that the cost
of having the job brazed by an engineer.ing works will be equal to the cost of a kilo
packet of electrodes. Buy a packet of rods
and you can repair cast iron cheaply for
years

to

come.
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In the last issue, we reached,
7937 in Treaor Thom.as's
search

for the origins of the

Maud,es Trophy.

Nozao

tne're

on the home straight .

.

OTHING really grabbed the
judges in 1912, ard 1933 was to
see a new challenger. Former
Ariel man, Harry Perrey, may
well have been the inspiration here, and,
having joined Triumph in 1933, his showmanship and riding ability had sparked a
thought that a Maudes challenge was
possible.
The brilliant signer, Val Page, had by
this stage been ,r ,r:iced to Triumph, and,
conceiving of a lrL::ge (650cc) twin for sidecar work, Perre.v lelt that, complete with

a factorl' Gloria sidecar, rhe outfit rr'as
good enou_eh for an artempr for the
Trophl. It *.as proposed rhar rhis .:ri;t11.
road outfit aim lor 500 miles in 5OCt
minutes.

The idea, horrever, gas a little more
cheeky than that because, prior to this test,
Perrey had entered the strictly road outfit
in the specialist International Six Days
Trial. Hitherto only specialist lightweight
machines, especially developed with maximum ground clearance anC specially tuned
motors, had been used. Most gave points
to Perrey for effort, but expected the out-

fit to record a non-finish.
Well, with only five points down, and a
silver medal, he astonished the pundits, and
the outfit was returned to the factory for
checking
- nothing needed doing. Ridden
then to Brooklands for the 500,/500 test
due to heavy fog the bike recorded a much
slower than hoped for average speed, but
after a three hour "slow'' time, the fog lifted and the pace picked up.
With two other riders assisting Perrey,
the 500 mile mark was reached in eight
hours and 17 minutes
- a close shave with
only three minutes in hand. The possible
time, had the riders not encountered the in-

itial three hours of fog is, of course, lost
in the mists of time. It was sufficient,
though, to win the trophy for Triumph.
The mid-'30s had not been kind to many
manufacturers, and, unwittingly, in the endeavour to survive was born the successful model that won the award for the next
year.
Phelon & Moore (P & M)
- also known
as Panther
were slowly dying, and only

-
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MND
heavy price-cutting had seen the factory

doors kept open. Big dealers, Pride &
Clarke, saw a possibility here, and, facing

extinction together with the Panther factory, suggested a deal that gave minimal,

if

any, profit, but did keep people employed and the production lines open.
ln 1932, they had launched their Panther
lightweight, called the Red Panther, and a
base price of f28/17/6 had seen many
sales. Orders poured in, and production
reached over 100 per week when other Pan-

ther models x'ere down around the 25
mar':. Sure. it ua5 shqsp and cheerful

mc
ro
er

clng. but it kept lhe Panther tacoors open and Pride & Clarke's ord,ks fu1n, uith ar least a small prot'it.
The other side effect s'as that no one lost
a job, rvith the increased demand for the
:c1

Red Panthers meaning many more jobs
were created.
Called the sensation of 1933, the bike's
price was the attraction, and, for 1934, it
was a case of more of the same, with conditions meaning slightly better performance
but no lessening of the economy that so
identified these models. The Land's End
Run trials were still held in 1934, though,
and dominated by these huge-selling little
Panthers, and, at an average speed ofjust
over 35mph, ll5.7mpg was achieved, while

the little Panthers, in a handling test,
showed a "hands-off" speed up to and
over 50mph.

It was sufficient to impress the ACU men
in tests with the other lightweights, and it
was a clear-cut choice to send the Maudes
Trophy to Panther for 1934. The next two
years saw many more chances. Many factories folded, many were taken over, and
the ACU men were not sufficiently impressed by any of them, and the trophy remained with Panther until 1937.
That Perrey man was still at Triumph,
and a new boy on the block, one Edward
Turner, had been given the job of revitalising the new Triumph company, born out
of the rescue bid mounted by Ariel's Jack
Sangster. The Square four, so helpful in

Ariel's winning the Trophy in 1931, had
been one of Turner's designs, and Sangster
saw him as being the man to revive the Tri-

umph name. Val Page's designs had given
Triumph a solid range to work from, and,
with Turner's hand on the design controls,
they reappeared with more chrome, fancy
looks and very promotable names.
The 250, 350 and 500 singles (now retitled the Tigers 70, 80 and 90) were to be
chosen from random dealers' stocks, and
the idea was to take them to the Donningwith no preparation other than
ton track
- allow
normal
a small running-in time
and do a high-speed three-hour stint follorved by a maximum speed lap at the
Brooklands track.
-{n iced track didn't help much when the
rime came. but, on rhe next da.v, it fined
up, and the end resulr * as satisfactory with
the bikes dull taken to Brooklands where
the timed laps produced results rvithin the
target and, for the Iarger 500, a speed was
recorded at 82.3lmph.
Triumph was to recover the trophy, but

it

was the

turn of the soon

to be sister fac-

rhe .A.CU men selected one Speedtwin and
one Ti,ser 100 and the two bikes, with cb_
ser\ ers. :ook the time_honoured trip from

their home base (Coventry) to

;

I

John

o'Groat's. then ro Land,s End, and on to
Brooklands lor iinal speed tests.
These uere sir-hour srints on the con_
crete boul. and tuo reams ol two rilers
each were to co\er :he Brooklands end.
Ridden under hear.r' sno*.bound conditions

in the first part of rhe resr. the nvo bikes

tory, BSA, to taste the Maudes success.
Always competitive, the BSA works

boom or bust chance, the factory said that
their two test bikes, already pounded. could
do the trip across London, through all the

bikes and general production models had
given lots of manufacturing pride.
A fac_
tory re-organisation and model overhaul in
1937 had seen new and better models,

by

1938,

traffic in both north-south and east_west
directions, in top gearl It worked, and,

and,

with more than credible results in the speed,
time and reliability tests, impressed the
ACU men enough to win the trophy for
BSA.

in an observed test of two ran_

domly chosen bikes from a list of over 1000
dealers, the ACU men put a 600cc M21
side-valve and a 500cc Empire Star through
a series of rigid tests, that included 20 coii_
secutive ascents up the already well-used,
but still daunting, Bwelch_y_Groes in
Wales, and then acceleration, speed and
braking tests at Brooklands, with a return
to the Welsh mountain for punishing runs
up the hill (another 20 in f act) . Then came
what was to prove the clincher for the 193g
Maudes presentation.

Either boldly confident, or ta.king a

Triumph, however, was still hungry,

and, for 1939, had a better than averale
chance. That Turner man had pulled some

,

extra aces out of the design sleeve, and,
with the launch of his sensational Speed_
twin in 1937, and the subsequent develop_
ment, in 1939, of the sports variant. the
Tiger 100, it Iooked pretty good.
Reliability, good looks, good price and
performance all fulfilled either touring
or
sports roles, but in a package that allowed
ordinary riding. Taking dealers at random,

f;

performed without any problems save that
of a fractured oil feed on the Speedrwin
that was hammered flat to retain rhe oil lev_
els. The final averages ie,r ths trr.o bikes
were 75.02mph\for the Speedtwin and 7g.5

I
I

mph for the Tiger 100.
The deliberations on the trophy were
lengthy, right up to November, the com_

E

mittee having many applicants to consider,
and it was a relieved Triumph factory that
celebrated rhe return

i

ol the Maudes Tiophy

to its foyer, and the expectation of

even

more sales. There was, however, a larger
event taking place in Europe, and, by 1939,
it had become obvious that Maudes Trophy
would not be considered until a world war

had been fought.

However, by the early ,50s, the industry
was beginning to pick up, and with it, the
motorcycling dreams of British prestige.
One focus here was the highly competitive
International Six Days Trial. For 1952, this
was to be held in the high lakes and mountain districts of Salzburg.

I

!
I

I

t

i

i

-

MAUDES TROPHY
their choice of standard road-bikes, 500cc
sport versions of the basic
Star Twins
- thewas
A7 roadsters
less risky than first appeared. BSA man Bert Perrigo was, and
had been for a long time, an excellent trials
and ISDT rider, and, now involved with the
developmental side of BSA, he had instituted a testing programme of purposely picking inexperienced riders to test the new
models, since he reasoned that they were
more likely to treat the bikes in a real life
situation.
The prospect of standard road-bikes
competing in a specialist mixed road condition trial appealed, and August 30 saw
the ACU pick three models off the assem-

bly line at random for the 1952 Maudes
attempt.
For those who are unfamiliar with the

ISDT, it is no picnic, with, in this

case,
some 200 miles per day to be covered, over

the roughest and most varied road conditions, sometimes only tracks!
But confidence, ability and a good
machine can work wonders, and it is now
history that the three Star Tuins, not onll'
gained a gold award, but uere also the on11'
British team to finish! Sufficient. r'ou m-rght
think, for BSA to rest on their laurels. but

not

so!

The three riders and bikes could have
chosen a straight route home, but, instead,
elected to return through Germany, Denmark and Norway, right to Oslo, where
they did some further flying quarter miles
to record average speeds over 80mph. Near
enough to 5000 miles had
been covered

in

22 days, including six days of concentrated
punishment, both physical and mechanical,

but, on the return to the factory, almost
minimal wear and tear was recorded.
The ACU men had no doubts in awarding the Maudes Trophy to BSA for the second time, 13 years after their last win.
And there the trophy stayed, despite
many efforts, for some time. The ACU
men were not easily convinced, and the next

award was to be for a non-British bike. It
was the dawning of the "nicest people" advertising campaign, and the agency concerned with promoting the new Honda
stepthrus were searching for a stunt that
would grab not just national recognition,
but international attention.
The very thought of an extremely small
scooter taking the Maudes Trophy prob-

ably offended many, ahd that .it was

a

firm as well probably didn't help.
Remember, though, the original thought
for the trophy. Throwing caution to the
wind, the Honda importers suggested a
seven day continuous test with shifts of
riders committed to averaging about 35
Japanese

mph on the 50cc motorcycle, with two randomly chosen mopeds to average about 30
mph. Strict fuel checks were kept, the ACU
observers noting every drop, and, after

still. In the early '70s BMW had a

new
model range" No more the traditional black
and white pin-striped leading link models,

but bikes up-dated and delinitely very
different from the previous thinking.
Come 1973, and the promoters of the
Bavarian flat twin felt that a crack at the
Maudes was probably a good idea. Two
R750/5s were picked off the assembly line
and shipped to England, to somehow show
the reliability and steady performance
which was claimed for both the model and
the marque in general.
But how to do it? Why not use the fabled
Isle of Man course, set an average speed
to be achieved, and organise the appropriate number ol riders in shift to ride the

bikes non-stop? Typically, the weather
proved to show that record or no record
attempt, it was still the boss, and poured
heaps of mist and fog on the riders and
bikes, but, by the end of the week two
worn-out teams of riders and two bikes
with in excess of 200 laps of the 37 34 mile
circuit had recorded average speeds of
50.47mph and 48.68mph1 respectively. Not
awarded for 1l years, the TroPhY now
came to BMW.
Still bearing enormous prestige when

seven da)'s, the machines had covered more

most other trophies were either gathering
dust or had lain forgotten for years, the

than i5,800 miles.
The no* compulsorl. speed tests fol-

\laudes Trophl'and the interest generated
b1' BI!I\\' and Honda in earlier years was

lowed, and, apan from well and ruly proving the reliability and economy of the

scooter, the award launched Honda on a

worldwide path, which it has mostly led
since. The year? 1962. Note that it was
some ten years since the last presentation
I suspect that even George Pettyt would
not have given the award a life that long.
But there was life in the old silver trophy
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not lost on the importers of another
Japanese firm. They had a brand-new
range of three-cylinder machines which
they felt would make a good fist of the
attempt. The bikes were the 380, 550 and
750cc Suzuki triples, and what else to do

but something in "three". Commencing
near Brighton, the three bikes, with their
three cylindered engines, were to be ridden
three times around the English coastline.
Yes, it was successful, and, for 1974, the
ACU men were convinced that Suzuki
should have the trophy. To this day, Suzuki
(Great Britain) still have the Maudes
Trophy, and it does seem likely to stay
there for a while.
And what of Ceorge Pettyt? Sadly, not
much is known beyond the fact that he was
the donor of the trophy. Maudes Motor
Mart has long disappeared, and it is possible that George Pettyt is still with us. Now
that would be a fabulous story
- to see
how he viewed the rvhole thing, and to ask
if he had ever thought it would last so long
and mean so much.
I won't presume to give his answer here,
but I can't help but feel he would be quite
honoured to think that his thought for the
ordinary riders, his concern for "honest"
bikes and his "doing something about it"
was still remembered.
I

